
   
Fx rates Last High Low % Daily %Weekly % YTD
EUR-USD 1.0169 1.0193 1.0163 -0.11 -1.46 -10.56
GBP-USD 1.2038 1.2063 1.2031 -0.08 -1.37 -11.04
USD-JPY 135.07 135.18 134.74 0.01 -1.52 -14.80
USD-CHF  0.9520 0.9522 0.9498 0.00 -1.09 -4.11

PX_LASTPX_CLOSE_1D
Commodities Last High Low % Daily %Weekly % YTD
Gold 1764.10 1767.64 1761.49 0.13 -1.43 -3.56
Silver 19.68 19.86 19.64 -0.63 -3.13 -15.58
Crude Oil  88.24 88.34 87.32 0.15 -6.47 23.31
Bitcoin 23413.60 23514.15 23244.79 0.03 -4.41 -49.47
Etherium 1846.09 1865.39 1821.39 -0.28 -7.26 -49.95

Period
USD LIBOR

US0001M Index EURIBOR
US0003M Index
US0006M Index Notes/Bonds
US0012M Index US

INTERVAL_PERCENT_CHANGELAST_PRICE PRIOR_CLOSE_MIDPX_HIGH PX_LOW CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_1MCHG_PCT_YTD
Index Close % Daily % M YTD Futures % Change
DJIA 33980.32 -0.50 9.36 -6.49 33916.00 -0.13
S&P 4274.04 -0.72 11.57 -10.33 4268.00 -0.19
Nasdaq 12938.12 -1.25 13.89 -17.30 13458.00 -0.25
DJ EuroStoxx50 3756.06 -1.29 6.95 -12.62 3762.00 0.21
FTSE 100 7515.75 -0.27 4.05 1.78 7512.50 0.23
CAC 40 6528.32 -0.97 7.16 -8.73 6528.50 N/A
DAX 13626.71 -2.04 5.15 -14.22 13639.00 0.18
IBEX 35 8434.80 -0.91 5.92 -3.20 8431.00 N/A
FTSE MIB 22757.81 -1.04 7.50 -16.78 22756.00 N/A
Nikkei 29222.77 -0.87 8.14 0.61 28960.00 -0.79
Hang Seng 19922.45 -0.55 -4.96 -15.32 19815.00 -0.49
DFM General 3457.75 1.26 9.05 8.19 N/A N/A
MSCI Tadawoul 12646.74 0.81 9.45 12.10 N/A N/A

PRIOR_CLOSE_MID CHG_PCT_1DCHG_PCT_5DCHG_PCT_YTD
Leb. Mrkts Closing Px High Low % Daily % Weekly YTD
Solidere A 59.25 60.00 59.10 -1.09 -0.59 81.47
Solidere B 59.05 59.05 58.50 -1.25 -1.25 77.22

PX_YEST_HIGHPX_YEST_LOW
Company Ticker Market Cap Date Time Estimate Year Ago
Estee Lauder Co. EL US $92.9 B 18-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 0.33 0.78
Applied Material AMAT US $88.4 B 18-Aug-22 After-mkt 1.78 1.90
Ross Stores ROST US $29 B 18-Aug-22 After-mkt 0.99 1.39
BJ's Wholesale C BJ US $9.3 B 18-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 0.83 0.82
Tapestry TPR US $8.5 B 18-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 0.78 0.74

Kohl's Corp. KSS US $3.8 B 18-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 1.08 2.48

Canadian Solar CSIQ US $2 B 18-Aug-22 Pre-mkt 0.70 0.18
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EA- Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices & Core HICP JUL
US- Initial Jobless Claims (AUG 12)
US- Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing Survey AUG
US- Existing Home Sales JUL
EA- ECB's Schnabel Speech
US- Fed George, Kashkari Speeches
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Why stocks go up sometimes after bad news? Or the other way around?
You have noticed that two weeks ago when the U.S. GDP confirmed technical
recession, equity markets rallied. And, then when stronger than expected
employment data was released on the 5th of August, markets sold off. Why was
that? This is due to the fact that the market is now almost entirely focused on
inflation and interest rates. Weak economic data implies that demand, and therefore
prices, should be falling. Positive economic data, like the better than expected jobs
report, suggests the economy may be growing faster than anticipated, which means
inflation might stay higher for longer.
Why have growth stocks been outperforming recently despite the Recession?
When you buy a share of a growth company, you're often paying 30 times its current
earnings (P/E=30). This is because growth stocks are priced with its growth potential
inluded. When interest rates rise, the PV of future profits are worth less, so the
business is worth less. But, when expectations for future interest rates fall, the
opposite applies. Since the weaker economic data has been released, the market has
been expecting lower IR than before, so growth stocks which were heavily sold off,
have been outperforming. This explains why AirBnB, Coinbase, The Trade Desk all up
20% to 60% over the last month.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  
U.S stocks closed lower on Wednesday, with indexes volatile after minutes
from the Federal Reserve's meeting in July suggested policymakers may be
less aggressive than previously thought when they raise interest rates in
September. Retailer Target's quarterly profit slumps.

EUROPE
European shares slid on Wednesday and bond yields rallied after a sharp rise
in UK inflation brought the spotlight back to more monetary tightening amid
data which showed euro zone economic growth was slightly less robust in the
second quarter. Uniper slumps on $12.5 bln net loss. UK inflation tops 10%,
highest since 1982.

ASIA 
Asian shares tracked lower on Thursday, in step with Wall Street's losses, as
even the prospect of a less aggressive Federal Reserve has still set the U.S.
central bank on a path for interest rates to stay higher for longer.

EURUSD 
The US dollar is finding renewed safe-haven bids amid the firmer US data and
the Fed Minute's inability to please bears, and this in turn have helped Fed
Bowman to mention that high inflation and strong employment will likely bring
more workers back to workforce; and thus, create some pressure on labor and
employment. The EA GDP grew 0.6% in Q2, below initial estimates of 0.7% and
investor confidence in the German economy fell to the lowest since 2008.

GBPUSD
Fears of economic slowdown escalated after the UK inflation jumped to a 40-
year high. The economic concerns fuelled the rush towards risk safety, which in
turn fuelled the UK 2-year Treasury yields to the highest since October 2008. It
should be noted that the firmer inflation also pushes the BOE towards faster
rate hikes but the market’s lack of confidence over the “Old Lady”, as it is
informally called, seem to exert downside pressure on the GBP/USD prices.

USDJPY
The pair is flat as traders await direction from a slew of U.S. economic data
including the Philly Fed Manufacturing Index, Existing Home Sales, Weekly
Unemployment Claims and the Conference Board's Leading Index.


